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Echo dot 3rd generation instruction manual
Latest contributions to the discussion:QueryName: Jeanie QFX Bluetooth Jumbo BoomboxCd skips and right speaker not working...Wonderful boomName: Terrell SmithUltimate Ears WONDERBOOM Portable Bluetooth SpeakerMy 360 Wonder boom was working yesterday and I try to connect it today and I'm getting nothing...Pictures ok but Videos
not read when uploading to PS3. Any idea why? Name: JoseKodak PIXPRO AZ252 Digital CameraI use my PS3 to upload and store photos and videos that I shoot. I purchased the PIXPRO AZ252 a couple months ago and although I have no problem uploading photos to the playstation, the PS3 does not read the videos on my SD cards. I have a 64gb SD
card as well as a 1gb card. The ...Manual for LG 350 blue ray playerName: Joseph LapianaLG BP350 Wi-Fi Blu-ray Disc PlayerMy blue ray player doesn’t hook up with my in home network....sound Name: grace elkinsSamsung MU6290 65" Class HDR UHDsound will not go higher we go on settings sound still won't go andy louder.... Page 1 Smart
Control Skill for Alexa Smart Control Skill for Alexa Smart Control Skill for Alexa (User's (User's Manual) Page 2 Press and hold for 5 seconds, then Press and hold for 5 seconds, then Alexa switches to the Wi- Fi setting, Fi setting, Orange-colored tape turns on. (This indicates, the availabity to use Wi the availabity to use Wi-Fi to connect to Amazon)
See illustration above... Page 3 9 (see below image). Next screen will appear and it will give you option of devices which you want to set up (ex. Echo dot; Echo, Echo Plus, etc….) give you option of devices which you want to set up (ex. Echo dot; Echo, Echo Plus, etc….) give you option of devices which you want to set up (ex. Page 4 Alexa itself. On top
of these, Amazon has allowed software developers to provide their services with Alexa skill. End user will be able to use any of these skills to choose from. Like for example, skills for cooking, once this selected ALEXA will BE at you side onwards during cooking to guide you or add a newsletter that reads important news headlines for you every day.
Page 5 Ask the capital of the countries or get specific statistics from countries Alexa, what's the capital of Spain? Alexa, where is China? Ask Alex to tell you weather or tell you whether you need an umbrella today with your geographical location. Alexa, do I need an umbrella today? Alexa what's the weather in Tokyo? Page 6 Alexa, sing jungle bells
Alexa, random number between 1 and 10 . Alexa, what number are you thinking of ? Alexa, random fact. Alexa is very flexible and you can talk to it about anything. There's a huge encyclopedia in the heart of Alexa it calls the Alexandria library which name adapted from ALEXA itself in which words have been adapted from the same word you talk.
Page 7 TIS Smart Home Skill TIS Smart Home Skill Guide for Guide for Skill Installation Log in your registered Amazon account to this address account to this address Once successfully logged in, follow these steps Once successfully logged in, follow these steps ;... Page 8 The registered owner is “username” In this answer, your username is the
same one that you registered in Alexa account, and if the Amazon echo device (Alexa) is not properly registered in the system, you will be informed by the following. Page 9 Concept of using TIS Skills Activating a skill The first point is that before each command is executed, the TIS skill must be in active mode. To activate say “Alexa TIS” or “Alexa
T.I.S” or say “Alexa open TIS”, ALEXA will response using “T.I.S Automation is at your service’’... Page 10 the location identifier to better select the target area (Appendix A - the complete list of room and areas) and in the system in the location column, you can also specify the location of the tool (for example: kitchen, saloon, ...) and in this case,
mention the device should also be associated with the name of the room (such as: kitchen lamp) If in the system, the kitchen location settings are set for the lamp, one of the following is enough to illuminate the kitchen lamp. Page 11 Memory of last command Alexa has last memory saving. Meaning the last device or the last area used in voice
commands has been saved in the memory before you exit the session and there is no need to repeat the location or the name of the device. Page 12 Other important keywords Go to Command With regard to the contents of the previous page (memory of the last command), we found that for the convenience of users, Alexa always kept the last place
and the last used tool in memory this means Alexa stays in the where the command was executed without mentioning the place name. Page 13 Where I am? Command What if you want to know the last place and device in temporary storage? Or better: If you want to know Alexa is waiting for your orders at home, just use the following command. The
keyword is “Where” command. And its form of use is as follows: Where are you :example Where are you? Command to exit the TIS session In the above mentioned instructions, it was explained that from the moment of the activation of the skill, there is 15 seconds allotted time to issue a voice command and after that, Alexa leaves TIS smart home
session;... Page 15 Smart Home Commands So far, we have became familiar with some of the smart skills, called "Assistive commands", from here on, the commands for controlling smart devices will be described. (Summary of commands is listed in Appendix To understand the commands: keywords, options, and not sensitive words are displayed with
appropriate colors. Page 16 Command for Lights Dimming This command can be used to control the brightness of some lamps (with special hardware), it may also be used in a particular type of electric valves or fan speed control ... (if this feature is supported). , this command is limited and must have hardware support for dimming. Page 17 Also,
instead of the word RGB, you can use its equals, LED, background, theme, environment color background white Environment color orchid {dark / darker / lighter / bright} You can also use the color intensity before or below the color of the colorname } to reduce or increase the intensity of the color you want. Page 18 AC Fan Speed Command This
command is used for Devices such as AC fan, FCU, split AC, HVAC etc., and is used to adjust the fan speed. The keyword is the Speed command and must be {speed Mode} with its form as follows: Speed of {place.pos.device} to {speedMode} Speed... Air condition Mode Command This command is for AC-compatible heating and cooling systems and
is used to adjust the device's mood. Mode Mood, The keyword is and its form is as follows: {place.pos.device} mode to {mode} Mode of {place.pos.device} to {mode} Example: (Alternatively, Mood, cooling, heating, auto options) mode cooling... Stop Command This command is applicable to devices that have the concept of stopping for work. Stop
The keyword is the command and its form is as follows: {place.pos.device} stop Stop {place.pos.device} Example: Garden second irrigation stop parking fan stop Stop, saloon d.v.d player Stop... Next Command This command is most commonly used for audio and video players. Next type The keyword is and is used with { }, its form is as follows:
{place.pos.device} Next {type} Next {type} {place.pos.device} channel, playlist, album, folder, music, song Example: (Alternatively, options) The saloon's... Page 22 Source selection Command This command is for some audio and video devices (such as TV, projector and Audio Player), and this command is used to change the input source. Also, in
remote devices that do not have the ability to select input directly, such as a TV with just one input switch, each time the mode is changed to one of the modes. Move arrow The keyword is and is used with { }, its form is as follows: {place.pos.device} Move {arrow} Move {place.pos.device} to {arrow} Example: kid's room projector, move Move DVD
Player to the right move it to left move left move left side... Meanwhile, if you use the mode command, given that this command increments or decreases just one step each time, then it often has to be repeated several times, so it is no longer necessary to have the "last memory of the command", and it's easy to change the volume by saying volume
down volume... Scene / Scenario Command This command can run any favorite scenario for your home Scene Scenario The keyword is the , and for default scenarios it does not even need the word; Scene Name however, the scenario { } is mandatory in this command, its form is as follows: {Scene Name} Scene/Scenario... Appendices Appendix A
Place (of devices) Place (Room / Area) sorted by name area entrance kids room saloon balcony family living kitchen service room basement first floor laundry room serving room bath room floor living room sitting room bed room formal living lobby staircase... Appendix B Devices Name Other Equal Names Commands air condition air conditioner,
spilet, AC turn on, turn off, start, stop, mood, temperature, speed audio audio player, music player, player, Z-Audio, matrix turn on, turn off, start, stop, play, pause, next, previus, volume, mute, source chandelier chandelier light, chandelier lamp, chandelier bulb turn on, turn off, dim... Appendix C Commands (to control devices) Command Format
Example Devices Page Turn on turn on device turn on the lamp all devices (TV,ac,audio,lamp,...) Switch on device turn on audio player turn on Turn off turn off device turn off TV all devices (TV,ac,audio,lamp,...) Switch off device... Page 29 Connection connection check do connection check (of amazon, TIS portal, server) Go to go to device go to the
kitchen to select a place or device, for easy usage Go for...
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